
Kibuki: Spirits in Zanzibar
A film about trance, cultural exchange 

and the meaning of healing.

Watch the trailer    
SYNOPSIS

Kibuki is a 25 minute experimental documentary that explores 
Zanzibari spirit possession practices through a cross-cultural lens. The 
film examines both the inherent mysteries of the possession trance and 
the complex relationship between Western seekers and the magical 
healing business.
 
Kibuki is a brave and innovative film that plays with trust and 
convention, and destroys the comfortable distance between subject and 
audience. The Zanzibari healers mock the power dynamics that put 
them in front of the camera, and the American narrator opens her body 
and brain to the possessing spirits. Deeply personal and impossibly 
strange, Kibuki is like no other film you’ve seen.

http://www.seedandspark.com/studio/kibuki-spirits-zanzibar


ARTIST STATEMENT

The Kibuki film began as an experiment. I was on a language study in 
Zanzibar, when I met Asha, a spirit healer and the leader of a ring of 
dancers who use trance and hypnosis to let go of their bodies, to move 
with inhuman rhythms. The kibuki spirits are a pantheon of mystical 
creatures who enter these dancers, climb into their heads, and possess 
them.

I was so fascinated with the kibuki that I began hanging around Asha’s 
compound during the slow hours between ritual dances. On a tropical 
afternoon, while a lazy fan barely swayed the mosquito netting in the 
children’s bedroom where I was napping, Asha offered to do a treatment 
on me. She brought her colleagues and her assistants into the room, and 
they gathered around me in a circle. They began chanting and clapping 
and someone lit an incense with strangest scent I’ve ever smelled. Asha 
took hold of the top of my head and moved my body in a circle. I choked 
and gasped and I started to tremble. The blood rushed to my head and 
I screamed. The next thing I knew, I was lying on the ground. Someone 
splashed water on me. I was still shaking and I had the warmest feeling, 
like some dream syrup drug had pumped through all my veins.

Asha told me that I was possessed with a spirit, and that I should return 
to Zanzibar for a full Kibuki treatment. Once I was trained in the trance, 
I could join the other dancers in the ring.

I spent fifteen months in Zanzibar, from December of 2010 to March 
of 2012. I worked with a local crew to film my own kibuki treatment, 
and the process of learning a different culture, the sense of disorienta-
tion that comes when you move from one way of thinking to another. I 
was always an outsider in Zanzibar. Some beliefs and practices remain 
opaque.



Kibuki has been three years in the making and the process has changed 
me, both as a person and an artist. I believe in the medical properties 
of the possession trance, even as I struggle to reconcile magical think-
ing with my pragmatic Western education. I am humbled to remember 
my naiveté in thinking that as a white American woman, I could just 
wander into another culture and make friends. I made deep friendships 
during my time in Zanzibar, but only after I understood that we are all 
tethered to the cruel mechanics of the global economy. These personal 
transformations are built into the film, and only by finishing the piece 
can I share my own learning with my friends, colleagues, and peers here 
in the US.

This film is supposed to feel uncomfortable because it touches on a lot 
of challenging and controversial subjects. Please share your thoughts, 
concerns, and reactions on our facebook page: https://www.facebook.
com/Kibukifilm. 

When the project is complete, we will have a website to host these 
conversations. In the meantime, please watch our trailer and share the 
project. Thank you for your consideration,

Lizzy Brooks
Kibuki Director Watch the trailer    
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